On behalf of the students, faculty and staff, we gratefully acknowledge the following donors:

These charitable gifts in support of CSU Channel Islands were made from July 1, 2021 to June 30, 2022, with the exception of Legacy Giving and Alumni & Friends Lifetime memberships. Every gift makes a difference and every donor is appreciated. Thank you!

LEGACY GIVING
Anonymous
Jeanne Adams ⊙
Tim Allison
Janice and Marshall Applegate
Stephen Arneson ⊙
Libby Barabee ⊙
Megan Bell
Yolanda Benitez
Judy and Steve Block
Corrie Corralajo
Linda Dullam ⊙
Grace and Eric Durst ⊙
Bijan Fan and Jerry Clifford ⊙
Kim Gregory and Jeff Argabright
Catherine Harrington
Nichole and Dallas Ipach ※
Barbara Johnson ⊙
Joyce Kennedy
Terri and Mark Lisagor ⊙
Beckie and Owen Lubow
Thomas McKiernan
Carole and Douglas McAra ⊙
Pat and Rick Metheny
Lynda Nahra and Claude Dorais ⊙
Maria ‘16 and Francesco ‘12 Oliver Su Part
Louise and Neil Paton
Phyllis Pattison
Anna and Fletcher Pavin ○
May Porter
Dee Press and Marianne Slaughter
Ashley and Dan Reineman
Patricia Richards Dodds and Thomas Dodds ⊙
Rhonda and Donald Rodriguez
Karen Romney
Vicki and Richard Sharp
Howard Smith
Sheila and John Suarez
Barbara Thorpe Cartee ○
Gary Warik
Nancy and Carl Wesely
Keith Westcott ⊙
Kathleen and Robert ⊙
Wulf

SOCIETY OF DISTINCTION
Amgen Foundation
Bank of America Charitable Foundation, Inc.
Steven Blois
Cheryl and John Broome ○
Patricia and John * Broome ⊙
Margaret Tiplady Burgess ⊙

Canteen of Coastal California Inc.
City of Camarillo
Cindi Daley ⊙
Linda Dullam ○
Verizon, Inc.
Joan and Dennis Gaiser ○
Toni Gardiner ⊙
Gene Haas Foundation
Elise and William Kearney ○
Leah and Henry ○
Lacayo ○
Robert Lagomarsino D
Terri and Mark Lisagor ○
Martin V. and Martha K. Smith Foundation ○
Mechanics Bank
Carolyn and John Nicholson ○
John Poe ○
Victoria Pozzi ⊙
Barbara and Herbert D Rosenkrantz
Richard Rush ○
SAGE Publishing ⊙
Dorothea Scott ○
Southern California Edison
Southern California Gas Company ○
St. John’s Regional Medical Center
Marjorie and Ronald Tegland ⊙
Union Bank
Ventura County Community Foundation ○
Karen and Peter Wollons

The Jeff T. Green Family Foundation ○
TOLD Foundation ⊙
Ventura County Community Foundation ○
Keith Westcott ○
Yardi Systems ⊙

$10,000-$24,999
Assistance League of Ventura County ⊙
Margo Baker Barbakow and Jeffrey Barbakow ⊙
Bijan Fan and Jerry Clifford ○ ⊙
Alexander Fang
Christine Garvey and George Gelles ◊
Betsy and John Grether ○
Irene ○ and Theodore Hostetler ○
James S. Bower Foundation
June G. Outhwaite Charitable Trust ○
Elise and William Kearney ○
Living Peace Foundation ○
Merrill Lynch
Montecito Bank & Trust ○
MUFG Union Bank N.A. ◊
Mimi and Dennis Muroaka ○
Diane and Doug Off ○
Southern California Edison
Nita and Ashish Vaidya ○
Ventura County Credit Union ○
Gayla and Santy Visalli ○

$5,000-$9,999
Aera Energy LLC ○
Marguerite and Jeffrey Browne ○
Gordon Ross Medical Foundation ○
Sharon and William Hillibrant ○
Carol Holder ○
and John Mallinckrodt ○
Parker-Hannifin Foundation ○
Pinkard Youth Institute ○
Jason Spevak
The Sence Foundation ○
TOLD Corporation ○
Esther Wachtell ○
Patricia and Drew West ○
Pamela Whiteside ○
Danna and Zohar Ziv

$1,000-$4,999
Anonymous
Altruca Club of Oxnard
American Endowment Foundation
Stacey and Sean Anderson ○
Susan Andrzejewski and Jennifer Maravola ○
Stephen Arneson ○
Dana Baker
Erika Beck ○
Ann Walker and Michael Berman ○
Yvonne and Chris Besvold
Nancy and John Borchard ⊙
Barbara Burke ○
Nina Butler ○
California Faculty Association
Channel Islands Chapter
Margaret and Kevin Carey ○
Laura McAvoy and Sol Chooljian ○
Crest-Vest Corporation
Louren ‘08 and Kevin ‘08 Cruz ○
Cindi Daley ○
Carrick DeHart ○
Cindy and Jay Derrico
Patricia Richards Dodds and Thomas Dodds ○
Grace and Eric Durst ○ ○
Vicki Engard ○
Enterprise Rent-A-Car-
Los Angeles LLC ○
Carol and Handel Evans ○
Therese and Peter Eyermann ○
Farber Hass Hurley, LLP ○
Karen Jensen and Donald Frazeur ○
Nancy Gallagher
Irene and Jorge Garcia
Ellen McCracken ○
and Mario Garcia ○
Lydia and Grant Geissman ○
Gail and Harry Gelles
Nancy Covarrubias Gill ‘05 and William Gill ○
Eva ‘09 and Armando Gomez ○
Carol and Allan Gottlieb ○
Jeffrey Grant ○
Brooke and Philip Hampton ○
Sharon and Clint Harper ○
Ching-Hua Wang and Nian-Sheng Huang ○
Nichole and Dallas Ipach ○ ○
Janet and Jack Jacobs ○

Kevin Knoedler ○
Beryl and Neil Kreisel ○
Leah Lacayo ○
Jill LeMieux and Richard LeRoy ○
LightGabler LLP ○
Stella and Hilary Ling ○
Terri and Mark Lisagor ○ ○
Carolyn Locke ○
Cynthia and James Ludwig ○
David Maron ○
Neil Matsumori ○
Fran McNeill ○
Margaret Meehan ○
and Joaquin Nuñez ○
Cesar Morales ○
Morgan Stanley ○
Peter Mosinskis ○
Linda and Tony Murgia ○
Lynda Nahra and Claude Dorais ○ ○
Colleen and Tom Nevins ○ ○
Julia Newman ○
Oji Oil Company ○
Joan and Gerald Olsen ○
Deborah and Robert Owens ○
Pilar Pacheco ○
Brenda and Robert Parry ○
June and Clayton Paschen ○
Anna and Fletcher Pavin ○ ○
Berta DePerez and Rafael Perez ○
RBC Capital Markets ○
Adrienne and Clarence Reeves ○ ○
Georgianna Regnier ○ ○
Lois Rice ○
Christian Sandoval ‘22 ○
Santa Barbara City College Foundation ○
Susan Schaefer and Hale Conklin ○
David Sweet ○
Nancy Sweetland ○ ○
Takeda Pharmaceuticals ○
The Americas Clearing ○
The Baltoro Trust ○
The Trade Desk, Inc. ○
Barbara Thorpe Cartee ○ ○
Alicia Virtue ○
Ivon Visali ○
Joanne and Daniel Wakelee ○
Marcia ○ and Earl Wakelee ○
Jamie ‘05 and Mitchell ‘04 Wallace ○
Rosalind Warner ○
and W. Michael Hogan ○
Conception and George Yao ○ ○
C.J. and Richard Yao ○

= Legacy Members | ⊙ President’s Circle; ○ Five to Nine Years; ※ 10 to 14 Years; ○ 15 to 19 Years; ○ 20 Years & Above | ＊ Alumni & Friends Lifetime Member | ⊙ Deceased

Every effort has been made to post a complete and accurate list. Please report errors to the Development office at 805-437-3683.
Morgan Stanley
Morgan Stanley Global Impact Funding Trust, Inc.
MUFG Union Bank N.A.
MWS Wire Industries
Ojai Oil Company
Panda Restaurant Group, Inc.
Patagonia Inc.
Pinkard Youth Institute
Prestige Legacy, LLC
RBC Capital Markets
Reiter Affiliated Companies
Southern California Edison
Takeda Pharmaceuticals
The Ameritrade Clearing
The Balto Trust
The Benevity Community Impact Fund
The Trade Desk, Inc.
The Wonderful Company
TOLD Corporation
Ventura County Credit Union
Ventura Investment Co.
Yardi Systems
Zuma Dog Inc.

FOUNDATIONS
American Endowment Foundation
Amgen Foundation
Bank of America Charitable Foundation, Inc.
Crankstart Foundation
ECMC Foundation
G.A. Fowler Family Foundation
Gene Haas Foundation
Gordon Ross Medical Foundation
James S. Bower Foundation
June G. Outhwaite Charitable Trust
Living Peace Foundation
Martin V. and Martha K. Smith Foundation
Michelson 20MM Foundation
Parker-Hannifin Foundation
Polk Bros. Foundation
Santa Barbara City College Foundation
The Jeff T. Green Family Foundation
The Sence Foundation
TOLD Foundation
Ventura County Community Foundation

GIFTS IN KIND
Robert Dilly
Ellen McCracken
and Mario Garcia
Gail and Harry Gelles
Kevin Knoedler
Terri and Mark Lisagar
Adriana Rios
David Sweet
Gayla and Santi Visalli
Diane and Edward Zeamba

ALUMNI & FRIENDS ASSOCIATION LIFETIME MEMBERS
Armando Acevedo '22
Liza Adams '10
Jessica Aguilar '19
Teresa Aguilar-Rabago '13
Elizabeth Aguierre '18
Haidi Ahmed '14
Vicente Hugo Alamillo '10
Andrey Alandy
Ryan Alexander '14
Nathan Altman '18
Britney Alton '17
Kevin Amaya '18
Dev Ananda '15
Justine Andersen '20
Katharine and Daniel Anderson
Karl Anderson '14
Kristen Anderson '16
Andrew Antone '09
Deanne Antonio '21
Daniel Araujo '18
Aylishwor Arellano '14
Carisa Arellano '18
Hunter Armstrong '18
Morgan Arthur '18
Andrea Avizu '14
Hideaki Asto '16
Jordyn Austin '16
Joanna Avila Garcia '16
Tyler Jordan Baethe '21
Terry Ballman and Brian Morrill
Christina Balster '15
Jesus Bambord '17
Paul Banyai '19
Alejandro Barajas '19
Ted Barber '16
Rena Barbosa '13
Matthew Barker '14
Kelly Barnes '15
Todd and Rocío Barnes
Catherine Bamholtz '04
Coleen and Gary Barsley
Stephanie Bass '20
James Bauer '07
David Bautista '21
Christine Beirne '04
Gabriella Benevento '20
Alejandro Benitez '14
Suzanne Bergantz '22
Ericka Betancourt '15
Katy and Robert Bianchi
Brandon Blake '05
Steven Blois
Gregory Bloom '13
Yvette Bocz '11
Jeremy Booker '10
Cynthia Borchard
Michael Boyd '22
Brenda Bravo '10 '18
Nancy Britton '05
Lindsey Brower '15
Kiron Brown '18
Benjamin Brust '15
Raquel Brutsche '18
Gladdstone Bucknor '06
Sandra Burkhart
Brandon Burns '17
Marco Antonio Bustamante '19
Christina Butler '20
Robert Cabral
Marilyn and Patrick Cahill '05
Mireya Calzada '07
Antonella Cammarata '18
Edith Campa '21
Cristine Campos '06
Elizabeth Cansino '14
Natasha Carabajal-Garduno '13
Isabella Carreon '20
Wendy Camisiro '18
Dev Chahil '04 '08
Travis Channnes '21
Aurey Chapman '15
Vickie Chen '18
Jessica Chiang '15
Daniel Chong '18
Angela Christopher '19
Desiray Cisneros '16
Desiree Clary '22
Samuel Class '18
Ashley Clay '12
Ray Clayton '15
Eve Clifford '18
Holly and Michael Cole
John Collado '14
Sara Colon '18
Karen Comey '15
Edward Contreras '18
Emma Corette '18
Rudy Cortez '05
Maria Cossette '19
Joanne Coville and Stewart
Katherine Crichtenden '16
Katherine Crock '19
Tina Crouch '21
Karina Cruz '21
Lauren '08 and Kevin '08 Cruz
Maria and Sigfredo Cruz
Marco Cuevas '20
Andrew Cummins '09
Chanda Cunningham-Spence '09 '16
Dorian Curtin '22
Gary Cushing '10
Megan Daniels '22
Paul DaSilva '20
Edward Dassian '12
Aubrey Daumann '12
Daniel Davidson '20
Arturo de la Cerda '14
Mario de los Cobos '10
Mari and Richard DeLaO
Lisa Dennis '08
Courtney Derrico '18
Paul DiSalvo '13
Bert Donlon '05
Bridge Donlon
Angelica and Michael Donlon
Sheila Douet '10
Aaron Dowell '13
Sabrina Doyle '20
Laurel Drane '12
Colin Duong '07 '10
David Duran '14
Debora Ehrlich '17
Sarah Eleid '18
Courtney Ellis '10 '18
Renae Ellis '19
Kendall Engelhardt '19
Dustin Erickson '09
Mackenzie Erickson '14
Raymond Fajardo '21
Matthew Federis '18
Rebecca Felter '09
Jerry Fernandez '12 '17
Lisa Fernandez '18
Joseph Ferrill '13
Sharon and William Ferrell
Edrian Ferrer '18
Sara Fisher '15
Andrea Flint-Gogek
Cynthia Flores
Joseph Flores '07
Karen Flores '20
Marygrace Follero '21
Anthony Forlizzi '13
Melinda '07 '11 and
Thomas '05 Froelich
Savannah Fulop '19
Alexander Gallardo '14
Angel Garcia '19
Erik Garcia '18
Frederick Garcia '11
Lydia and Grant Geissman
Eric Gentry '19
Rachel Gerety '18
Elizabeth Geringer '09
Michael Ghens '13 '15
Ginger Gherardi
Joe Gibson
Nancy Covarrubias Gill '05
Viren Gill '17
Jonathan Gillette '12
Christina Glasier '09
Nathaniel Glenn '21
Elizabeth Glinka '09